Panzerkampwagen V
Ausführung A
Panther early production
Manufacturer: Meng
Scale: 1:35th
I have just completed a Model AFV from Meng of the Panther
Ausf A. It was a enjoyable kit to build in the main but it came
with a profusion of parts with various turret parts including
three mantels for the gun housing; two sets (at least) of wheels
and plenty of chances to enhance the finished article. There
were two finishes to the model one
in summer tri colour camouflage
and the other was in the same with
winter overwash, which I elected as
my choice of finish.
The hull was in two main pieces with internal supports to enable the deck to sit
comfortably on the bath type base. The fit was excellent in all aspects of construction and was easily put together, with one exception, the TRACKS. Each link was
constructed of three parts, the main track carrier plus two wheel guides which
fitted into a rather sloppy location point, giving the opportunity to glue and set into
a number of positions.
Other than that I was very pleased at the finished I achieved and given I picked it up at Telford last year for
just £35 made it all the sweeter. I decided to try and I reiterate try, to imitate box art with adding my own
Zimmerit coating. I based it on
a field application so it was a bit
rough and ready as you can see.
I tried two different mediums to
achieve the finish, one of which
was a wood filler, which I could
spread over the larger areas prior to
patterning. The other was Humbrol
model putty which on the awkward
areas sush as the rear plate behind
the engine was rolled on using a
cocktail stick.

When weathering I used an acrylic gloss coat so I could run some staining between the ridges in the zimmerit in different place on the tank, after which I coated it in a Humbrol matt coat. This did not seem to matt
down the prior gloss coat so I resorted to Daler Rowney Artist matt varnish which again didn’t work so I am
slightly disappointed with this. If anyone knows how to knock back a gloss finish effectively I would welcome the advice.

All in all I was pleased with the model, the build and the finish overall. The manual was in booklet form and
wasn’t bad to follow but you did have to keep going back to check if you missed something, I would say
when using a similar type of instruction sheet have a pen handy to mark off what you have done.
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